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worth garnering is what we call district executive force and it is on the men that all the money is spent and it is the men that can be spared most easily, and that is why we have been compelled to reduce the number of men.
185.	Do not you think crime increases in a par
ticular locality on account of the reduction of police
force ?	May I tell you what the system followed
was ?    This cut was forced upon us by the Council.
 186.	Which cut do you mean ?—A heavy ,cut of
60 lakhs was made.    The whole of it did not come
on the police, but the Council refused to pass a certain
Bill of which the police had to bear a certain portion
of the burden.    I was told I had to reduce a certain
number of men, and I said I could not do it.    I was
told I had to do it.    So the only way I could do it
was, supposing I had to reduce 200 men in a district,
to reduce 250 unarmed police and increase 50 armed.
In other words, we were not in such a good position
for the investigation of crime, but our bludgeon* arm
was stronger.    It was retrograde.
 187.	What pecuniary reduction has resulted from
this reduction ?—We satisfied our orders.    We were
told to save a certain amount, and we did so.
 188.	Have you received  any complaints of cor
ruption    against    police   officers ?—Yes,    generally
anonymous.

 189.	Who inquires into them ?—We do not inquire
into anonymous applications as a rule, unless there
is something in them.
 190.	Do you levy any police tax in the municipal
areas in the  Presidency ?—I  do  not know  about
that.    I do not think so.
 191.	Sir Sankaran Nair: Are there two registers
in this Presidency, one in the police station and the
other in the village ?    I thought I understood you
to say so ?—I do not think I have referred to that
at all to-day.
 192.	We will not go into a discussion, but is that
so in fact.—I do not think I referred to registers.
 193.	Are  there  two  registers  kept  of   all  char
acters, one in the police station and the other in the
village ?—Yes.

 194.	Are those  registers  open to  inspection  by
officers who may afterwards have to try cases re
lating to any one of them ?—I think a sub-divisional
inspector has authority to look at them.
 195.	To inspect them ?—Yes.
 196.	Both of them ?—I imagine so.    I think so.
 197.	Both the register kept at the police station
and the register kept at the village office ?—Not at
the  police station.    He  would  look  at the  other
register.
 198.	Has the   Sub-Divisional  Magistrate  or  the
District Magistrate no power to inspect the one kept
at the police office ?—The District Magistrate has,
but not the Sub-Divisional Magistrate.
 199.	Both of them have the power, and the other
magistrates also, to inspect the register kept at the
village office ?—Yes.
 200.	They   may   afterwards   have   to   deal   with
criminal cases relating to any person mentioned in
those registers ?—It is quite possible.
 201.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :  I will divide my ques
tion into two parts, the preventive action of the
police and the punitive action of the police.    I am
now asking you with regard to the preventive action
of the police.    You have said that there has grown
up a communal tension during the last few years
synchronising with though not necessarily in conse
quence of the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms ?—Yes.
^2. Can you  give me  any special reason why
—— — ~~~ ~~w»» i*u#9 u4,u.t<<u9Gu. LcusKHj. u unrig me Jtasi ten years ?—I can only suggest that they tried to force the pace in the other direction
203. In what direction ?—Certain leaders tried to force an entente before the people were ready to receive it.
203. Consequently there was a political basis for
this growing tension ?—Yes.	.
205. That is to say, each community wanted to grasp as much as possible of the power which! ui the
 near  future,  they thought  might  be  within  their
grasp ?	i   do  not  know   about  power.    It was a
political demonstration on a religious basis.
206.	Yes, the demonstration  precedes the actual
thing?—Yes.        .
207,	The only reason you can give, I understand,
therefore,   is   that  these   disturbances   are   due   to
political discontent created in the country ?—No, I
would not say that.    You have got perennial factors,
You have got temples, you have got mosques, you
have got processions.
208), The temples, mosques and processions, are they 'not merely symptoms of a deep underlying discontent due to other causes ?—I think it is purely religious myself.
 209.	Yo'u think the religious sense of the people
has become bigoted ?—I do not say that, but I will
deal  with   a  concrete  question.    The   sittiation   at
Godhra is entirely due, in my opinion, to the rabid
writings of a section of the Press.    I would not say
that is a religious cause..
 210.	And if you were to trace the genesis of the
communal tension, what would you come hack to ?
Would  it   not be  political  in   origin ?—It   is  very
difficult to draw the line where religion ends and
politics begin.
 211.	But one may be a means to the other ?-—
Possibly.

 212.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :      *      *      *      Do you
think you would enlist the- further co-operation of
the public in favour of the police* if you had,  for
instance, such a thing as civic guards ?—Civic guards
would have to be under proper control, of cour.se.
 213.	They would  be   a sort  of  second   line,   of
course ?—I doubt if it would have any effect upon
the popularity or otherwise of the police per w.
 214.	Would it be a help to the police m the en
forcement of law and order ?—It is very difficult to
say.
 215.	Now a question has been asked you, why <!o
you not enlist in larger numbers members of the
depressed class in your police force ?—Y«s.
 216.	Now I put it to you as a very experienced
officer, if you had a larger number of members of
the depressed class enlisted in your police force, and
turned them out on the higher class of people for
either investigation or house searches, or the like,
do you think that would not add to your difficulties
when you found the whole public opinion against
you ?—Yes, that is my view.

 217.	It would seriously diminish  the police effi
ciency ?—Yes, it would add to our difficulties.
 218.	It would increase the popular hostility towards
the police ?—Yes.
 219.	That they are employing the menial classes
for the purpose of sending them into our houses,
polluting our homes, and putting them in a position
of authority over us ?—Yes, that is the line that is
taken.
 220.	Consequently you, as a police officer, would
look to the efficiency first, and communal claims
afterwards ?—Yes.
 221.	Now it has  been suggested  to  you  that,
f ollowing the analogy of other countries, which may
or may not apply to this country, your police officers
should invariably be drawn from the minor com
munities.    Would it not make the police force less
fluid ?—I consider that to be a completely unpractical
proposition.
 222.	An,d it will again increase your difficulties ?—
 223.	You would be openly setting up a •minority
community against the majority community ?—Yes.
224.	And your business is not merely preventive
but punitive.   That takes me to the next point, the
detection of crime.   Do you eacpect that you would
be more successful in securing the detection of crime
rf you enlisted in the force,  or rather posted in
different   places,   only   members   of   the   minority
communities, who would be regarded as there on

